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Name: ____________________________  Class: _______ Date:____________ ____ 

A Geologist’s Mystery   

Learner Outcomes: 
- Distinguish between rocks and minerals 
- Explain the need for common terminology and 

conventions in describing rocks and minerals, and 
apply suitable terms and conventions in describing 
sample materials 
 

Key Terms: 
Luster 
Transparency 
Cleavage 

Fracture 
Streak 
Crystals 

Mohs’ hardness scale 

 
Background Information: 
You are a geologist and have just received a parcel from your company’s field team 
in northern Alberta.  The attached note reads, “New mines discovered.  Enclosed 
are samples of minerals found there.  Please identify.”  
 
Research Question: 
What mineral properties are useful for identifying different minerals? 
 

In order to identify a mineral, you will consider the following properties: 
 
Luster (metallic – shiny like tin foil or gold, or sparkles like glitter) 
Hardness (clear glass plate hardness 5.5) 
Cleavage (the way the mineral breaks – even: flat surfaces, or uneven fractures: 
rough surfaces) 
Streak (the color of the mineral’s powder streaked on a white ceramic plate) 
Common colors (some minerals may have many different colors so other tests must 
also be performed) 
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Materials: 
Mineral samples 
Hand lens 
Iron nail 
Copper penny 

Utility knife 
Steel file 
Streak plate 
Glass plate 

Sand paper 
Emery paper 
10% HCl in dropper

 
Procedure: 

1.  Observe the overall characteristics of the mineral and record the mineral’s 
color. 

2. Using hand lens, look for and record any distinguishing crystal shapes (Refer 
to Table 5.2 on p. 355) 

3. Examine the mineral and record its luster. 
4. Scrape the mineral across the streak plate and record whether it streaks 

and what color the streak is. 
5. Scratch the mineral with; your fingernail, a penny, an iron nail, glass, a steel 

file, sandpaper and emery paper to assess its hardness.  (Refer to table 5.1 
on p. 255) 

6. Observe and record other features such as cleavage, fracture and 
transparency. 

7. Carefully add 2-3 drops of 10% hydrochloric acid (HCl) and record any 
evidence of reaction.  Rinse the sample with water afterwards. 

8. Repeat steps 1-7 with each of the minerals provided.   
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Observations: 
Mineral 
Number 

Colour Crystal 
Shape 

Lustre Streak Hardness Other (cleavage, 
fracture, transparency) 

Mineral name 
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Analysis: 

1.  Using your evidence, refer to the table “Properties of Common Minerals” to 
identify what mineral is found in each sample. 
 

2. Before testing, which minerals looked the same? 
 
 

3. Were you able to identify all of the samples?  If not, what are some other tests 
for further investigation? 
 
 
 

4. Which features or properties were most helpful in helping you identify the 
samples?  Why? 
 
 
 

5. Which features or properties were least helpful in helping you identify the 
samples?  Why? 
 
 
 

6. What is the relationship between a mineral’s hardness and the color of its 
streak? 
 
 
 

7. Why did we use different materials to assess a mineral’s hardness? 
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Conclusion: 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Extension: 
Select three minerals you identified in this investigation and give 2 examples of how 
each is used and how the minerals properties make them useful. 


